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1 Research Statement

As extended reality (XR) devices become mainstream, so will
XR advertising. XR advertising will offer numerous ways for
businesses to interact with consumers. However, it also poses
novel consumer risks, including possible privacy violations
for consumers.

We know from online advertising that advertisers strive to
collect vast quantities of user data to profile users and target
ads – a trend likely to continue in XR. This presents novel
risks given the extreme data collection capabilities of XR
devices. XR devices can collect users’ physiological data,
such as gaze direction, height, posture, as well as detailed
information about a user’s environment (e.g., the layout of a
room). As XR devices evolve and incorporate more sensors,
the type of data and the scale at which it will be collected will
increase substantially.

While XR privacy risks are not exclusive to advertising,
advertising is a unique domain in several ways which change
the way that privacy and privacy-preserving solutions must
be approached. Advertising is a domain where data collection
is legitimized: many justify data collection of advertisers on
the basis that it helps target ads, reducing irrelevant ads for
consumers. Moreover, in the US, the advertising industry
is largely self-regulated through entities such as the Digital
Advertising Alliance.

This suggests that the challenges and solutions for XR ad-
vertising privacy risks may be different than more general
XR privacy and security risks. Legislation may not be effec-
tive given the self-governing model of the industry and the
perceived legitimacy of data collection for advertising. There
may be pushback from the XR device manufacturers to miti-
gate the privacy risks of XR if it interferes with advertising
profit-generation. Educational interventions may have to be
altered to question the legitimacy of data collection for the
purposes of targeted advertising.

Given the privacy risks XR advertising poses, and the
unique domain of advertising, it is imperative that the pri-
vacy and security research community investigates the privacy
risks of XR advertising now, before practices become firmly
entrenched. In my prior work published at CHI 20211, I inves-
tigated XR advertising in detail to examine what are scenarios
for consumer harms, including privacy related harms. I look
forward to participating in VR4Sec2021 to learn about other
work studying XR privacy and security, and connections that
can be made to XR advertising.
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